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Description: 

Zygodiscus meudini BuKRY, 1969 

Figs 5-8 - Zygodiscus meudini BuKRY, n. sp., 
5) distal view, x 5810; 6) holotype, distal, 
x 5810; 7) proximal, x 6140; 8) proximal, 

X 4800. 

Zygodiscus 
meudini 

The outline of this species is rather circular with eccentricity of 1.2. In distal view, the rim 
cycle has 36 to 44 elements that incline slightly counterclockwise or radially and imbricate dextrally. 
The crossbar has a fluted solid stem composed of radially arranged laths. A series of large blocks 
within the outer rim form an irregular, central area lining. The perforations flanking the crossbar 
are small or filled-in. In proximal view the outer rim is inclined strongly counterclockwise. 
The inner cycle is radial and dextrally imbricated. The rim count (32 to 38) is slightly less 
than the outer rim. 
In proximal view the crossbar is distinctively constructed. A suture along the short axis of the 
ellipse (lath-shaped elements meets the suture at about 45° angles) and a less distinct suture 
dividing the crossbar along the trace of the long axis of the ellipse. The crossbar is thus divided 
into 4 areas. Each area of the crossbar is made of lath-shaped elements approximately parallel 
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to the outline of the adjacent rim. The lath sutures make a 45° angle with the short axis of the 

ellipse. Various amounts of perforation closing are noted in proximal view. 

Maximum diameter: 10 fl.· 

Remarks: 

Forms with perforations completely open to completely closed were encountered in the same 

sample. Zygodiscus elegans GARTNER emended is the most comparable form . Z. meudini is 

distinguished by its central area lining cycle in distal view, smaller and less circular perforations, 

prominence of the radial margin of rim elements, and broader differently constructed crossbar. 

Type level: 

Middle? Campanian. Belemnitella mucronata Zone (Craie de Meudon). Known range: Cam

paman. 

Type locality: 

Meudon, France. 
Occurrence: France and Germany. 

Depository: 

Geology Department of the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. Holotype, UI-H-3349, 

distal view (fig. 6). Primary paratype, UI-H-3348, proximal view (fig. 8). Other paratypes, 

UI-H-3347. UI-H-3348, UI-H-3350. 

Author: 

Bukry D., 1969, p. 60; pl. 35, figs. 5-8. 

Reference: 

Upper Cretaceous Coccoliths from Texas and Europe. Univ. Kansas Paleont. Contr., Art. 51, 

(Protista 2), 79 pp., 40 pis., 1 text-fig. 
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